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Govt waives stamp duty on export bill of exchange

The finance ministry has waived exporters from payment of stamp duty at the rate of 0.2 per cent on deferred

payment, a major boost for the exporters in the context of the country’s export earnings fall in the first half of the

fiscal year 2019-2020 amid global economic slowdown. The central bank on Monday issued a circular in this

regard, asking all banks to follow a finance ministry clarification on stamp duty. The finance ministry clarification

mentioned that the stamp duty on the deferred export bill of exchange would not be applicable to exports.

Mentioning the law ministry clarification in this regard, the finance ministry said that the stamp duty would not be

applicable to the exporters as such duty was applicable to the issuer of bill of exchange. The bill of exchange is

issued in favour of exporters for the export payments and that is why such duty will not be applicable to them, the

law ministry clarification said. The finance ministry, upon clarification from the law ministry, gave the waiver on

December 8, 2019 amid demand for the stamp-duty withdrawal from the exporters especially by the Bangladesh

Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association in October last year. Apart from the exporters, the bankers also

placed the demand to the Bangladesh Bank at a meeting held in November, 2019.
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https://www.newagebd.net/article/97220/govt-waives-stamp-duty-on-export-bill-of-exchange

Diversify exports at haste 

Export concentration on just one product, garment, and a few destinations may cause economic vulnerabilities in

the economy, said Shams Mahmud, the newly elected president of the Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry

(DCCI), yesterday. Garment accounts for about 84 per cent of Bangladesh’s export earnings now. Nearly 80 per

cent of exports are destined to North America and Europe and product sophistication has remained almost static,

which are also a major concern for the economy in the long run, Mahmud said at a press briefing in his office in

Dhaka. Export concentration in Bangladesh is about five times higher than that of other export-driven economies

such as Thailand, China and Vietnam, he said. Broadening the export product base, destination and quality,

diversification can stabilise and expand export revenues and boost economic growth. Partnering of trade through

signing deals in bilateral or multilateral system with countries, trade blocs, association and trade facilitation for

creating new export markets can create opportunities for Bangladesh, he said. He suggested for policy advocacy --

like the government did in case of garment -- to promote other export sectors. Bonded warehouse facility and

back-to-back letters of credit can be extended to the leather sector, while tax rebate can be given for new

technology adoption in the light engineering, shipbuilding, jute and jute-made goods, agro-processing sectors.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/diversify-exports-haste-1856893
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/private-banks-must-get-50pc-deposits-1856884

Govt asks BB to instruct banks to act accordingly

The government has asked the central bank to immediately instruct all commercial banks for taking all necessary

measures to facilitate quick imports of some 17 essential commodities by traders, officials said. Retail prices of

essential goods fluctuate wildly due to delay in importing them, they added. The items are: onion, sugar, edible

soya bean oil, edible palm oil, garlic, ginger, lentils, chickpea, dried chilli, cinnamon, clove, cardamom, seeds of

coriander and cumin, turmeric, bay leaves and edible salt. The commerce ministry has recently sent a letter to the

governor of Bangladesh Bank, asking him to take necessary action for import of these essential items smoothly by

traders concerned. In response to the letter, the central bank has already issued a circular, asking authorised

dealer (AD) banks to take required action in this regard. Taking the situation into consideration, he said, the

ministry of commerce has taken an advance move to keep the prices of most essential commodities stable in the

local market.
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Settle essential goods’ import docs quickly

The Bangladesh Bank on Monday asked the scheduled banks to take prompt measures to deal with import

documents of 17 essential kitchen market commodities. The central bank on the day issued a circular in this regard

to the banks based on a commerce ministry letter. The commerce ministry issued the letter to Bangladesh Bank

governor Fazle Kabir as part of its measures to keep the kitchen market stable ahead of Ramadan, the month of

fasting for the Muslims. The month of Ramadan will begin in the second half of April. Monday’s BB circular said

that the banks and their authorised dealers must facilitate smooth and quick disposal of LC opening and other

import-related procedures of 17 essential kitchen commodities upon fulfilment of all procedures required for the

foreign exchange transaction. The essential items are onion, garlic, lentil, chickpeas, dried chillies,

cinnamon/cassia, clove, cardamom, seeds of coriander, seeds of cumin, ginger, turmeric, bay leaves, edible soya

bean oil, edible palm oil, sugar and edible salt.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/97216/settle-essential-goods-import-docs-quickly

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/govt-asks-bb-to-instruct-banks-to-act-

accordingly-1579542856

Private banks must get 50pc deposits 

The government has decided to park 50 per cent of its development and revenue budget with private banks as

part of its concerted effort to enforce single-digit interest rate.  The autonomous, semi-autonomous and

government companies also will have to keep their 50 per cent of their surplus fund at the lenders, according to a

notice issued by the finance ministry yesterday. The funds will have to be kept with private banks at six percent

interest rate. The government has taken the decision to lower the interest rate on lending to single digit as part of

its move to give a boost to investment and employment generation and make the growth momentum sustainable.

The concerned government entities will have to park the remaining half of their deposits with state banks at 6 per

cent interest. The autonomous and semi-autonomous organisations and the government companies will not be

allowed to follow the notice for their provident, pension and endowment fund. According to a government

decision, banks will have to fix the interest rate for lending at 9 per cent from April 1.
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Dhaka stocks surged for the fourth day on Monday as investors continued buying shares heavily amid a host of

measures from the government to stabilise the volatile capital market. DSEX, the key index of the Dhaka Stock

Exchange, advanced by 1.19 per cent, or 52.17 points, to close at 4,434.24 points on Monday. The DSEX gained

398 points in the last four sessions. In line with the previous day, the core index saw a flying start, gaining 90

points within 15 minutes of the trading session and ended the session buoyant as investors kept heavy buying

amid various moves of the government and the Bangladesh Bank to stabilise the market, market operators said.

The market has been gaining for the last four sessions, but the rise intensified in the last two sessions following the 

move of prime minister Sheikh Hasina to stabilise the market, they said. A meeting of policymakers in presence of

the prime minister at the Prime Minister’s Office on January 16 discussed ways to solve prolonged turmoil on the

country’s capital market that powered the DSEX to gain 232 points on Sunday, the highest single-day gain in seven

years.

BRTC shares to be offloaded

The 'Bangladesh Road Transport Corporation Bill, 2020' was introduced in parliament on Monday to offload 49 per

cent of its shares in the capital market, reports UNB. Road Transport and Bridges Minister Obaidul Quader placed

the Bill in the House and it was sent to the respective parliamentary standing committee for further examination.

The Committee was asked to submit its report within 14 working days. According to the proposed law, the

government will own 51 per cent shares while 49 per cent will be offloaded for the public. The bill was placed to

update an ordinance promulgated in 1961 keeping a provision to offload the shares of BRTC in the capital market.

The authorised capital of the BRTC will be Tk 1,000 which will be divided into 1.0 billion general shares with Tk 10

base price. The authorised capital of the corporation under the existing law is only Tk 60 million. The paid-up

capital of the corporation is Tk 30 million in the existing law. 
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Stocks surge for 4th day on govt measures

https://www.newagebd.net/article/97215/stocks-surge-for-4th-day-on-govt-measures

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/brtc-shares-to-be-offloaded-1579542719

Decade of Grameenphone’s rise and Banglalink’s decline 

Grameenphone’s market share edged up about two percentage points over the past decade, thanks to huge

investment in network expansion that gave the mobile operator leverage to almost double its revenue. The

company has started the new decade with a 46.18 per cent share of total customers in the market, up from 42.80

per cent just five years back, according to a report of the Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission.

The regulator yesterday published a report on active user in Bangladesh and found that Grameenphone’s active

customer number was 7.64 crore at the end of December last year. The country’s second largest operator, Robi,

had 4.90 crore active connections, Banglalink 3.52 crore and state-run Teletalk 48.68 lakh. All four operators

added only 85.83 lakh active SIMs in 2019 as the market was somewhat slow because of the regulatory

restrictions on top two players. Grameenphone had a wonderful journey in the last two decades, which is why

they were able to build a huge customer base.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/decade-grameenphones-rise-and-banglalinks-decline-1856905
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HC issues rule over MRP mark on LPG cylinder

The High Court on Monday issued a rule asking the government to explain in four weeks as to why it should not be

directed to form a committee for ensuring maximum retail price (MRP) mark on the LPG (liquefied petroleum gas)

cylinder. The court also wanted to know as to why the government should not be directed to set up a price fixation 

committee for determining the retail price of LPG in line with the international market. The High Court bench of

Justice M Enayetur Rahim and Justice Md Mostafizur Rahman passed the order after hearing a writ petition filed in

this regard. At the same time, the High Court wanted to know from the government what steps they have taken

for ensuring the MRP mark on the LPG cylinder. The energy secretary, chairman of Bangladesh Energy Regulatory

Commission (BERC) and the director general of the Directorate of National Consumers Rights Protection have been

asked to submit a report in the same court on March 01 next complying with the order. Supreme Court lawyer Md

Moniruzzaman on January 13, 2020 filed the petition as public interest litigation. "LPG prices went up in the

international market on January 1. According to market players, the number of LPG users reached 20 million in the

country last year. In the international market, the price of each tonne rose on January 1 to US$ 589 from $ 440,"

the report reads.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/hc-issues-rule-over-mrp-mark-on-lpg-cylinder-

1579542880

Power plants not to get duty benefit for import of 21 types of products

The National Board of Revenue has finalised a ‘negative list’ containing 21 types of products like consumable and

locally available goods for import of which power plants will not get duty benefits. Customs wing of the revenue

board is going to issue a single statutory regulatory order containing the list and scrapping all previous SROs and

explanations on tax exemption on permanent import of plants, equipments, spare parts and temporary import of

erection materials by power plants to prevent misuse of duty benefits.  The products included in the draft

‘negative list’ are steel sheet and steel pipe below certain grade, steel rod, cement, boulder stone, pre-fabricated

building, electric light-fittings, transmission tower, cable (except control cable, communication cable, optical fibre

cable and power cable below 132kv), distribution transformer, all types of paint and varnish, household goods, all

types of chemicals, lubricating oil, transformer oil, office equipments and furniture, air conditioner below 2 lakh

BTU, dredger, anchor boat and motor vehicles. Officials said that both public and private power plants had been

enjoying exemption from payment of customs duty, regulatory duty, value-added tax and supplementary duty on

import of the items under two separate SROs issued in 1997 and 2000 and some explanations of the revenue

board issued time-to-time.
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IMF trims global growth estimates but sees improving outlook 

Improving US-China trade tensions have eased uncertainty and the world economy may have hit bottom but a

sharp slowdown in India is creating a drag worldwide, the International Monetary Fund said Monday. However,

while the risks to the global economy have lessened, the Washington-based global lending institution cautioned

that outcomes  “depend to an important extent on avoiding further escalation” between Washington and Beijing.

In the latest update to its World Economic Outlook, the IMF cut the global growth estimate for 2020 by one tenth

compared to the prior report released in October, dropping it to 3.3 percent. It also lowered the 2021 forecast by

a bit more to 3.4 percent. The sharp drop for India  “accounts for the lion’s share of the downward revisions,” the

IMF said. The relationship between China and the United States, the world’s dominant economic powers, is still

troubled by  “unresolved disputes” which continue to be a factor.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/imf-trims-global-growth-estimates-sees-improving-outlook-

1856866

যুক্তরাষ্ট্রে প্রাকৃতিক গ্যাষ্ট্রের দাম ৯ শিাাংশ কমষ্ট্রি পাষ্ট্রর

চলতি বছর যুক্তরাষ্ট্রের বাজাষ্ট্রর প্রাকৃতিক গ্যাষ্ট্রের দাম আষ্ট্রগ্র বছষ্ট্ররর িুলনায় ৯ শিাাংশ কমষ্ট্রি পাষ্ট্রর। ইউএে এনা

র্জি ইনফরষ্ট্রমশন অ্যাডতমতনষ্ট্রেশষ্ট্রনর (ইআইএ) োম্প্রতিক একটি প্রতিষ্ট্রবদষ্ট্রন এ িথ্য জানাষ্ট্রনা হষ্ট্রয়ষ্ট্রছ। চাতহদার িুল

নায় উষ্ট্রতালষ্ট্রন ররকডি প্রবরৃ্ি রদশটিষ্ট্রি পণ্যটির দাম কমাষ্ট্রি প্রভাবক তহষ্ট্রেষ্ট্রব কাজ করষ্ট্রব। এছাড়া এ খাষ্ট্রি রদশটির 

দক্ষিা বাড়ায় পণ্যটির উষ্ট্রতালন বযয় হ্রাে, রিলকূপ রথ্ষ্ট্রক প্রাকৃতিক গ্যাে উষ্ট্রতালষ্ট্রন চাঙ্গা ভাব ও প্রধান গ্যাে খতন অ্

ঞ্চলগুষ্ট্রলায় পাইপলাইন কযাপাতেটি বরৃ্ি জ্বালাতনটির দাম কমাষ্ট্রি গুরুত্বপূণ্ ি ভূতমকা রাখষ্ট্রব। খবর রয়িাে ি ও অ্ষ্ট্রয়ল

প্রাইেডিকম।ইআইএর শিিিাম ি এনার্জি আউিলুষ্ট্রক (এেটিইও) বলা হয়, উষ্ট্রতালন বরৃ্ির েষ্ট্রঙ্গ প্রাকৃতিক গ্যাষ্ট্রের দাম

 কমায় এ বছর রদশটিষ্ট্রি পণ্যটির অ্ভযন্তরীণ্ বযবহার ও রফিাতনষ্ট্রি ঊর্ধ্ িমুখী প্রবণ্িা তবরাজ করষ্ট্রি পাষ্ট্রর।

প্রতিষ্ঠানটির প্রাক্কলন অ্নুযায়ী, চলতি বছর ইউএে রবঞ্চমাকি রহনতর হাষ্ট্রব প্রতি তমতলয়ন তিটিশ থ্াম িাল ইউতনি (প্রতি

ঘনফুষ্ট্রি ১ হাজার ৩৬ তিটিশ থ্াম িাল ইউতনি) প্রাকৃতিক গ্যাষ্ট্রের গ্ড় দাম দা াঁড়াষ্ট্রি পাষ্ট্রর ২ ডলার ৩৩ রেষ্ট্রে, যা

তবদায়ী বছষ্ট্ররর িুলনায় প্রায় ২৪ রেে কম।
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Record tea production last year 

Bangladesh produced 96.07 million kilogrammes of tea last year, its highest in 166 years, on the back of favourable 

weather round-the-year and supportive measures. Continuous expansion and replantation by growers in the last

several years as well as favourable weather, adequate rains and steps aimed at keeping diseases under control

helped the country set the new record. “The good yield was the outcome of some initiatives taken in the last few

years,” said Munir Ahmed, deputy director for planning of the Bangladesh Tea Board. There was also no major

natural calamities like floods, said Mohammad Ali, director of the Bangladesh Tea Research Institute, adding that

steps taken to keep diseases under control through regular monitoring of the gardens were also a factor. In 2019,

yield grew 17 per cent from a year earlier, when 167 tea gardens across the country produced 82.13 million

kilograms of tea, according to state-run Bangladesh Tea Board, which released the data yesterday.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/record-tea-production-last-year-1856851

https://bit.ly/38u1MRN
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Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.9 84.9

EUR 94.1 94.2

GBP 110.4 110.5

AUD 58.3 58.4

JPY 0.77 0.77

CAD 65.0 65.0

SEK 8.92 8.92

SGD 63.0 63.0

CNH 12.4 12.4

INR 1.19 1.19

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

19-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.93 3,823

16-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.91 4,570

15-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.98 5,746

14-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,354

13-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,071

12-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.94 7,097

9-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.73 7,951

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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